Eisenberg Reserve
DAC 2015 Blaufränkisch
Dark black fruit aromas of blackberries and cherries, with
cool mineral spice and herbs. On the palate very charming
fruit, powerful body wit a firm structure, fine minerals and
spice, well intergrated tannins with an elegant long finish.
Has some aging potentials
Serving Suggestion:
Grilled meats, mushrooms, game and game birds

www.jalits.at/sortiment/eisenberg-dac-reserve
Technical Data:
Winery: Weingut Jalits
Grape Variety: 100% Blaufränkisch
Vineyard/Soil: Szapary / dry slate with ion

Label
cork

US label

Vinification & Traditional open maceration and
yield: fermentation in tank, pressed after 14 to

Vintage:
Harvest:

21, malolactic in steel and than aged for
12 month in French barriques (10% is
new) - 45 hl per ha
2015
Mid October
- 22 to 50 year old vines

Bottled: August 2017
Alc: 14%
Residual Sugar: 1.0 g/l
Acidity: 5.1 g/l
EAN: 9 120040511975
Artisanal TTB: 14164001000354
www.kwselection.com
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COLA
6bl/cs

layer: 15-6pks pallet: 120-6pks

Klaus Wittauer 703-624-6628

kwittauer@gmail.com

Press 2017:
2015 Eisenberg DAC Reserve Ried Szapary
Weingut Jalits
Südburgenland/Eisenberg, Burgenland, Österreich

Falstaff

95 pts.

One of the 10 best 2015 Blaufränkisch in Austria

Jalits 2014 Szapary Reserve Blaufränkisch (Eisenberg)
94 Points Austria $34
This is still very tightly coiled: the nose says little and the palate holds on tight to its
beautifully pure blueberry fruit. There is lip-smacking freshness and a very finely woven
tannin structure but this impressive wine does need time to come into itself and relax its
fruit. There is something profound and stony about this, something mysterious, brooding
and wild. Cellar this and then rejoice. Drink 2020–2035.
Jalits 2013 Szapary Reserve Blaufränkisch (Eisenberg)
93 Points Austria Cellar Selection
A hint of black, intense elderberry steals away almost as soon as it appears. Intriguing
blueberry and plum remain on a slender, supple and lissom palate that is dense and
toned. There is focus, concentration and purity, framed by stony notes, smoky oak and
great freshness. This will take time to relax, so drink 2018–2025.

Jalits 2012 Reserve Blaufränkisch (Eisenberg)
An intriguing nose of slight but very pleasant smokiness with mere edges ...
92 Points Austria
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